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INTRODUCTION 
A mandatory, uniform accident reporting law went 
into effect in Kentucky on July I, 1975. Inasmuch as 
an influx of accident reports was expected from urban 
areas a procedure for coding urban accident sites was 
proposed in May 1975 (1). It was proposed that 
intersections be identified by naming the two or more 
intersection streets. Midblock locations were to be 
identified by the street and the distance to the nearest 
intersection, the direction to the intersection, and the 
house number. 
Volume 9 of the Highway Safety Manual provides 
guidance for identification and surveillance of hazardous 
locations on state and local levels (2). A new program 
is currently being implemented by the Kentucky Bureau 
of Highways to identify hazardous locations on rural 
highways. Previously, three or more accidents in a 
12·month period per O.l ·mile (0.16·km) spot was the 
criterion for initially 11flagging11 locations. Those 
locations were then studied in the office. Some were 
investigated in the field by a team of engineers, police, 
and maintenance personnel. 
The old procedure was found to yield favorable 
accident cost reductions at locations where 
improvements were made (3). However, a number of 
deficiencies were found in the criteria used (three or 
more accidents in 0.1 mile (0.16 km) in 12 months) 
for initial sel�ction of hazardous locations. The current 
method for identifying rural locations involves 
consideration of accident severity using the Equivalent 
Property Damage Only Method (EPDO Method), a 
Rate·Quality Control Method, and a Number of 
Accidents criterion for 0.3·mile (0.48·km) spots and I· 
and 3·mile (1.6· and 4.8·km) sections. Also, state police 
input, citizen complaints, and a traffic fatality are 
considered to warrant a thorough office evaluation, and 
possibly a field inspection (4). 
The criteria for identifying hazardous locations in 
urban areas does not necessarily have to be similar to 
rural criteria. City streets have different vehicle speeds 
and patterns, and urban accidents are generally less 
severe and more numerous than rural accidents. For 
example, there were about 20,000 traffic accidents 
within the city limits of Louisville in 1974 compared 
to about 2 3,000 on all rural, state·maintained highways 
in Kentucky that year (5). About 36 percent of the 
accidents in rural areas involved injuries, and two 
percent involved fatalities. Urban accidents resulted in 
injuries in about 15 percent of the cases and deaths in 
0.2 percent of the cases. 
The number of accidents per capita per year in 
urban areas appears to be fairly constant at about 0.05. 
Although the overall risks of involvement are about the 
same for all populations, mere concentrations tend to 
compound the number of occurrences at some locations 
in the larger cities. Therefore, the accident frequency 
criteria employed in identifying hazardous sites depends 
on the size of city. For instance, Louisville could have 
a much higher number of accidents at an intersection 
which would not be identified as hazardous than an 
intersection in a small city which would be identified 
as hazardous. 
IDENTIFICATION METHODS IN OTHER STATES 
Responses to inquiries were received from 4 3  of 
49 states. Some information from the remaining six was 
obtaioed from other sources (6, 7). The first two 
questions concerned whether the states process urban 
accident data and identify hazardous locations io urban 
areas. Only Iowa, Mississippi, New Hampshire, and 
Virginia do not receive accident information on a regular 
basis from cities. Some of these states, however, receive 
accident information only on state·maintained or 
US·numbered city streets. Of the states which receive 
urban accident information, only Indiana does not 
presently identify hazardous urban locations on a regular 
basis, although they plan to do so in the near future 
(8). 
State officials were asked to specify their methods 
used to identify hazardous urban locations. The methods 
used are the Number Method, Accident Rate Method, 
Rate.Quality Control Method, Severity Methods, 
Congestion Method, and combinations of two or more 
of the methods. The Number Method is used alone or 
with other methods in 25 states. Eleven states use the 
Rate-Quality Control Method. A combination 
Number·Rate Method was found in seven states; the 
Rate Method alone was used in four states. Variations 
of a Number-Rate·Severity Method are used in Montana, 
Wisconsin, and West Virginia; Delaware1s method 
considers only severity index. The congestion of 
intersections is considered in Rhode Island along with 
the number and rate of traffic accidents. The Number 
and Rate·Quality Control Methods are used in Illinois, 
Missouri, and New York. Other combinations are used 
in Idaho, New Jersey, North Carolina, Oklahoma, 
Alabama, and South Carolina. Engineering judgment 
along with the Number Method is used in Pennsylvania 
(9 ). Details of state methods are given in APPENDIX 
A. 
The application of particular methods varies from 
state to state depending on traffic volumes, city sizes, 
highway facilities, and accident problem. Many states 
have revised their methods in recent years to include 
the Rate·Quality Control Method. This method utilizes 
a statistical test to determine whether the accident rate 
of a specific location is abnormally high compared to 
locations of similar characteristics. The formula ( 4) is 
usually expressed as: 
where 
CR = "A + k,jfiffi + !/2m I 
CR = critical rate for a particular location 
(in accidents per million vehicles), 
A = overall average accident rate for 
locations of like characteristics (in 
accidents per million vehicles), 
m = number of vehicles traversing the 
location, (expressed in millions), 
and 
k = a probability factor determined by 
the level of statistical significance 
desired for the equation. 
The Rate·Quality Control Method indicates 
whether a particular location is "critical", but priority 
ranking of locations are not easily achieved without 
altering the method. Maine and Florida use a Critical 
Rate Factor for ranking locations by degree of hazard. 
It is calculated by dividing the accident rate of a location 
by the critical rate as determined from the Rate·Quality 
Control Method. Thus, a location which barely qualifies 
as critical has a critical rate factor of 1.0. Locations 
can then be compared in a manner more desirable than 
by just a pure accident rate but still ranked in order 
of priority (10). 
As stated before, urban traffic accidents are 
generally less severe than rural accidents because of 
lower vehicle speeds in cities. Of the many combinations 
of methods used by the different states, only ten states 
consider accident severity as a factor in identifying 
hazardous 'urban locations. Variations of severity 
methods include the Delaware Severity Index Formula, 
which combines the traffic volume with the severity of 
accidents at each location (8). North Carolina uses the 
EPDO Rate Method, which is also a weighted severity 
of accidents divided by the traffic exposure ( 11 ). 
Oklahoma weights each fatal and injury accident as four 
points and each property.damage-only accident as two 
points in calculating the severity number for each 
location (7). 
Critical numbers, rates, and severities vary widely 
amongst the states. Some state have different critical 
values, depending on city population, highway 
classification, location type (intersection, midblock, 
etc.), the highway district under study, and other 
considerations. An important consideration in choosing 
a critical level is to esthnate the number of locations 
which will be identified armually and how many can 
reasonably be investigated and hnproved with given 
budget limitations. !t would be useless, for example, to 
identify the top 1000 urban hazardous locations if the 
budget and manpower will only accommodate 50 
locations. On the other hand, a critical value should 
permit identification of more locations than can be 
hnproved, since a benefit·cost evaluation could be used 
to give an opthnal list ot improvement projects. 
Most states identify intersections and midblocks. 
Some states go further. Railroad crossings are identified 
in nine states, and North Carolina also identifies bridges 
as a special location category. Ohio identifies 18 
different location categories for its accident analysis 
·,'program (12), and Oregon identifies only 0.2·mile 
(0.3·km) spots (8). 
State financial assistance and highway safety 
improvements are provided for urban areas in some 
states. Money is given directly to the cities for highway 
safety improvements in only eight states. However, 
safety improvements are made by state highway agencies 
on state designated urban roads in 21 states. Another 
14 states make improvments on city streets without 
regard to state routes. Five state highway agencies do 
not make urban highway improvements. Iowa and 
Virginia sometimes make urban hnprovements at the 
request of the cities. Michigan makes a limited number 
of urban improvements annually. 
Several states are in the process of changing their 
practices or developing plans concerning identification 
and improvements in urban areas. A study in Georgia 
has recommended the use of the Rate·Quality Control 
Method for their traffic accident analysis program (13 ). 
Indiana plans to use an Accident Rate Method in the 
near future with three standard deviations as the 
criterion for identification. Minnesota is currently 
hnplementing the Rate·Quality Control Method for its 
urban areas. New York plans to use a combined Number 
and Rate·Quality Control Method in the near future. 
The New York accident criteria will probably be four 
accidents per year and a 99.5-percent probability level 
for the two methods, respectively. Wilbur Smith and 
Associates has recommended an accident analysis system 
for Iowa which includes determination of accident 
severities, monetary, losses, accident densities, accident 
rates, and quality control techniques ( 14). 
In some states, the largest metropolitan areas 
identify hazardous locations using methods which differ 
from those used in other cities. Balthnore and Baton 
Rouge, for example, use different methods from other 
cities in Maryland and Louisiana. A method was 
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developed for Kansas City, Missouri, which makes use 
of accident probability nomographs for intersections and 
a statistical analysis of the effects of intersection 
improvements on accident probability (15). A program 
for identifying accident-prone locations in Newport 
News, Virginia, was devised by making use of a priority 
index combining number of accidents, accident rate, 
severity index, and physical parameters of each location 
(16). 
DEVELOPMENT OF METHODS 
FOR KENTUCKY CITIES 
Method Selection 
The simplest, most widely used method of 
identifying hazardous locations is the Number Method. 
This method was recommended for use in Kentucky for 
identifying locations on rural roads (4). It allows quick 
testing of midblocks and intersections by comparing the 
number of accidents with some set criterion to 
determine whether further study of the location is 
warranted. The Number Method is recommended as one 
method for identifying hazardous urban highway 
intersections and midblocks in Kentucky cities. 
Whereas the Number Method is recommended, 
other factors also need to be considered. Accident rates 
have been shown to be valuable in comparing accident 
experience relative to traffic volumes. However, pure 
accident rates may be misleading. In many cases, the 
highest rates exist at locations with the lowest traffic 
volumes, even though oniy one or two accidents have 
occurred during the previous year. The Rate-Quality 
Control Method is effective for utilizing accident rates. 
This method was also recommended for adoption by 
the Kentucky Bureau of Highways for identifying rural 
locations (4). If statewide average accident rates can be 
calculated for roads with similar characteristics, the 
Rate-Quality Control Method could be adopted for use 
in urban areas. It is recommended for use in Kentucky 
along with the Number Method. 
In urban areas, speeds are lower, and stop-and-go 
driving is predominant. While roadway geometries at 
rural locations are often related to accident severity, 
severity in urban areas is usually determined by the 
circumstances of the accident or particular traffic 
conditions. For example, many injury and fatality 
accidents in urban areas involve pedestrians or bicyclists. 
Many such accidents involve poor judgment by the 
pedestrian or bicyclist and were not caused by roadway' 
deficiency (5). The fact that only ten states (20 percent) 
consider accident severity indicates that the value of 
severity indicators for urban situations ifi questionable. 
Accident severity is, therefore, not recommended for use 
in Kentucky. 
Methods best suited for Kentucky cities are the 
Number and Rate-Quality Control Methods. To 
implement these methods, criterill must be established 
which will label a location as hazardous. Also, the 
classification of cities into population groups should be 
considered. The use of specific accident criteria for 
"flagging" hazardous locations should, of course, be 
revised periodically to accdunt for accident and 
traffic-volume changes. 
Classification of Cities 
Cities over 2,500 population in Kentucky are 
considered urban; usually local police agencies 
investigate accidents and maintain accident information 
files. There are 97 such cities ranging from Lakeside Park 
with 2,511 people to Louisville with a population of 
about 362,000 ( 17). If locations in every city were 
considered under the same criteria, virtually no locations 
in the small and medium cities which would be 
identified as hazardous and few or no improvements 
would be made in a majority of Kentucky's cities. To 
overcome this problem, intersections and midblocks 
should be compared for cities of roughly equal 
populations. Mter studying populations in cities, the 
populations were grouped as shown in Table I. 
Classification of Locations 
Classification of locations is necessary for proper 
application of the Rate-Quality Control formula. The 
value for X represents the average accident rate for 
streets of like characteristics (4). When applied to rural 
Kentucky highways, average accident rates were 
computed for highway classifications of two-lane, 
three-lane, four-lane undivided, four-lane divided, and 
interstate and parkway. In urban areas, the function of 
a street in the total system may be of more importance 
than number of lanes. Local streets carry mostly 
residential traffic at low volumes and low speeds with 
very little through traffic and no access control. Traffic 
accidents on local streets are usually isolated occurrences 
and seldom occur in large numbers at the same location. 
Collector and arterial streets carry a great majority of 
city traffic, may have limited access control, and 
experience most of the traffic accidents. While arterials 
are sometimes wider and carry more traffic than 
collectors, there is often no discemable difference 
between them except for their location in the street 
network. Urban freeways and expressways are multilane 
roads with access control. Sections between interchanges 
are considerably longer than sections on other urban 
streets. Speeds are high during non-congested conditions, 
and traffic capacity is much higher than on the lower 
class facilities. Accident occurrence depends largely on 
the geometric complexity and traffic volumes of 
particular urban freeways. 
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TABLE I. POPULATION GROUPS OF CITIES 
POPULATION NUMBER OF 
GROUP POPULATION CITIES 
I Over 200,000 I 
2 50,000 to 200,000 3 
3 20,000 to 50,000 7 
4 I 0,000 to 20,000 15 
5 5,000 to 10,000 28 
6 2,500 to 5,000 43 
For use in the Rate-Quality Control formula, the 
roadway classifications recommended are local streets, 
arterial�collector routes, and urban freeways. Since few, 
if any, of the most hazardous locations occur on local 
streets, they will not be included in the recommended 
method for identifying hazardous locations. This study 
will be concerned only with arterial-collector routes and 
urban freeways. These two urban street classifications 
will be easier to use when applying the Rate-Quality 
Control formula. Locations also will be classified as 
intersection or midblock. 
Complilation of Accident Records 
To determine the critical number of accidents for 
flagging hazardous locations, accident information in 
Kentucky's cities was needed. Questionnaires were sent 
to police chiefs in all 97 cities (having a population of 
2,500 and greater) regarding the number of fatal, injury, 
and total accidents which occurred within city limits 
in 1973 and 1974. The results are summarized in Table 
2. The response was reasonably good; 69 of the 97 cities 
(71 percent) responded. The total accidents per city in 
1974 range\� from 172 in Group 6 (cities from 2,500 
to 5,000 population) to about 20,000 in the Group I 
city (Louisville). Injury and fatal accidents also showed 
significantly larger numbers for larger cities. Figure I 
shows the relationship between city population and the 
number of accidents. The accident information for each 
oity is given in APPENDIX B. 
The next step in determining accident criteria was 
to calculate the average number of accidents for each 
midblock and each intersection. Since the average 
number of accidents was known for each city group, 
the percent of each accident type had to be determined. 
Accidents in parking lots, private driveways, and local 
streets were not considered. Only streets on 
arterial-collector and freeway highways were included. 
Very few local streets would warrant improvements 
based on accident data. Private parking lots, of course, 
are not under state highway jurisdiction. 
For Groups I and 2, the number of accidents on 
freeways and arterial-collector streets was determined. 
Although some interstates passed within the limits of 
several small cities, such highways were not used for 
intra-city travel because only one interchange was 
provided from the interstate to each of these small cities. 
For Louisville, a computer program was used to count 
the number of each type of accident stored on magnetic 
tape. For other cities, accident- occurrences were 
extracted from accident studies of transportation plans 
completed in the past few years. This information is 
summarized in Tables 3 and 4. The percentage of 
intersection accidents ranged from 43 to 51 percent for 
the six groups. Midblock accidents varied from 22 to 
30 percent. The percentage of accidents on local streets 
and parking lots decreased as city size increased (Table 
3). The city of Louisviile (Group I) had by far the most 
accidents (20,000) in 1974. Group 2 cities averaged 
about 4,800 accidents; cities from 2,500 to 5,000 
population (Group 6) had 172 accidents annually per 
city (Table 4). Freeway accidents totaled 1716 (nine 
percent) in Louisville and 261 (five percent) in Group 
2 cities (Lexingion, Covington, and Owensboro). 
The next step in determining the criteria for 
number of accidents was to find the number of major 
intersections and midblocks on arterial-collector streets 
in each city. Maps of the 97 cities were used and the 
number of major intersections in each city were 
counted. The number of midblocks between 
intersections was considered to be approximately equal 
to the number of intersections. (They were very nearly 
equal, particularly in grid patterns of streets.) The 
average number of major intersections per group was 
then determined and the average number of accidents 
per intersection and midblock were calculated (Table 5). 
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TABLE 2. SUMMARY OF ACCIDENT DATA 
POPULATION RESPONSE ACCIDENTS INJURY ACCIDENTS FATAL ACCIDENTS 
YEAR GROUP (PERCENT) PER CITY PER CITY PER CITY 
1973 I 100 20,558 2,255 56 
2 100 4,907 988 14 
3 100 1,845 271 3.4 
4 87 699 119 LO 
s 79 334 37 0.5 
6 53 172 20 0.4 
1974 I 100 19,99 l,ll6 47 
2 100 4,786 971 9.7 
3 100 1,794 264 2.6 
4 87 689 113 1.6 
5 79 347 36 0.4 
6 53 172 20 0.2 
TABLE 3. PERCENT OF URBAN ACCIDENTS BY TYPE 
FREEWAY ARTERIAL-COLLECTOR LOCAL STREET ALL 
POPULATION ACCIDENTS ACCIDENTS (PERCENT) AND PARKING· ACCIDENTS 
GROUP (PERCENT) WT ACCIDENTS (PERCENT) 
INTERSECTION MID BLOCK (PERCENT) 
I 9 51 25 !5 100 
2 s 49 30 !6 100 
3 0 so 30 20 100 
4 0 43 27 30 100 
5 0 43 22 35 100 
6 0 43 22 35 100 
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TABLE 4. NUMBER OF URBAN ACCIDENTS PER CITY 
POPULATION FREEWAY ARTERIAL-COLLECTOR ACCIDENTS LOCAL STREET ALL 
GROUP ACCIDENTS AND PARKING· ACCIDENTS 
INTERSECTION MID BLOCK WT ACCIDENTS 
1 1,716 10,195 5,018 3,022 19,991 
2 261 2,323 1,436 766 4,786 
3 0 897 538 359 1,794 
4 0 296 186 207 689 
5 0 149 76 122 347 
6 0 74 38 60 172 
TABLE 5. AVERAGE AND CRITICAL ACCIDENTS ON ARTERIAL-COLLECTOR STREETS 
ANNUAL ACCIDENTS CRITICAL ACCIDENTS 
POPULATION PER LOCATION PER LOCATION* 
GROUP 
MID BLOCKS INTERSECTIONS MID BLOCKS INTERSECTIONS 
I 5.0 10.2 11  19 
2 4.1 6.6 10 14 
3 2.7 4.5 7 10 
4 1.5 2.4 5 7 
5 1.0 1.9 4 6 
6 0.8 1.2 4 4 
*Computed from Ac = Aa + 2.576V'A;, + 1/2 
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Freeway accidents were not normally classified as 
to interchange or non-interchange because of the 
difficulty of determining whether an accident was within 
the influence of interchange ramps. Because of the 
difficulty in classifying freeway accidents by type, 
accidents on freeways were expressed as accidents per 
mile (kilometer) and accidents per million vehicle miles 
{1.6 million vehicle kilometers). 
Number of Accidents Criteria 
To derive the criteria for the number of accidents, 
the average accidents per location were computed. The 
number of midblock and intersection accidents on 
arterial-collector routes was used along witb tbe number 
of locations in each city (counted from city maps) to 
obtain average accidents per location (Table 5). The 
number of freeway accidents was divided by tbe number 
of freeway miles (kilometers) to give average accidents 
per mile (kilometer). Average accidents on other lengths 
of freeway were also computed (Table 6). 
Identification of hazardous locations on freeways 
differs from arterial-collector routes because no 
midblocks or intersections are applicable. While 
accidents on any length of freeway may be studied, the 
0.5-mile (0.81-km) section is recommended. The 
0.5-mile (0.81-km) segment is long enough to include 
the influence of most horizontal curves and 
interchanges. Although the 0.5-mile (0.81-km) segment 
is recommended for regular testing for hazardous 
sections, longer section lengths should be used where 
desirable. 
To choose a critical number of accidents based on 
the Poisson distribution, the Rate-Quality Control 
formula was used. The average statewide traffic volume 
was assumed for each type of location, and a new form 
of the equation was utilized. Let the critical accident 
rate be defined as 
CR = 
= 
!\cf\1 2 
(Critical Number of 1\ccidents)/ 
(Traffic \lolume at a Location). 
The statewide average accident rate for a particular city 
group can be defined as 
X = AA(\1 !\ 3 
= (Statewide Average Number of 
1\ccidents)/ (Statewide Average 
\lolume). 
Letting m = traffic volume = \1, Equation I can be 
rewritten as 
For average traffic volume conditions, VA = V, and 
Equation 4 becomes 
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Ti\BLE 6. A\TERAGE 1\ND CRITICAL ACCIDENTS ON URB!\N FREEWI\YS 
SECTION AVERAGE NUMBER OF ACCIDENTS CRITICAL NUMBER OF ACCIDENTS• 
LENGTH 
(MILES) (km) GROUP I GROUP 2 GROUP I GROUP 2 
0.1 0.16 3.9 3.0 10 8 
0.2 0.32 7.8 5.9 16 13 
0.3 0.48 11.6 8.9 21 17 
0.4 0.64 15.5 11.9 26 21 
0.5 0.81 19.4 14.9 31 25 
1.6 38.8 29.7 55 44 
2 3.2 77.6 59.4 101 80 
3 4.8 116.4 89.1 145 114 
4 6.4 !55.2 118.8 188 147 
5 8.1 194.0 148.5 230 180 
6 9.7 232.8 178.2 273 213 
7 11.3 271.6 207.9 315 246 
8 12.9 310.4 237.6 356 278 
9 14.5 349.2 267.3 398 310 
10 16.1 388.0 297.0 439 342 
•calculated from Ac = Aa + 2.576V'A,; + 1/2 
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The values of k corresponding to various probability 
levels are ( 4 ): 
p 0.995 0.975 0.950 0.925 0.900 
k 2.576 1.960 1.645 1.440 1.282 
Because of the desirability of high confidence in a 
method, the 0.995-probability level (k = 2.576) is 
recommended for identifying hazardous urban locations. 
This level was also recommended for rural locations; it 
may be altered if the "flagging" and consideration of 
more or fewer locations is desired in the future. 
Similar forms of Equation I have been recognized 
by others (18). The critical number of intersections and 
midblocks on arterial-collector streets are given in Table 
5 and for urban freeways in Table 6: These critical values 
were computed from the derived form of this equation. 
Critical accident values on arterial-collector roads varied 
from 4 to 11 as city size increased. Intersection criteria 
ranged from 4 in small cities to 19 in Louisville, 
Accident criteria for freeways increase from 10 to 439 
on segments of 0.1 mile (0.16 km) to I 0 miles (1.6 
km) in Group I and from 8 to 342 accidents in Group 
2. Specific freeway accident criteria for Groups I and 
2 are shown in Figure 2. 
Rate-Quality Control 
To apply the Rate-Quality Control Method to 
arterialucollector streets and urban freeways, the average 
accident rates on these facilities were determined. The 
average rates for intersections and midblocks are shown 
for arterial-collector routes in Table 7. The annual 
average daily traffic on these routes in each city was 
taken from maps in the Division of Statewide 
Transportation System Planning and updated to 1974 
volumes. This was·done by increasing volumes at a rate 
of five percent per year even though fluctuations were 
found from this value in various cities. Average 
intersection volumes were considered to be twice the 
average midblock volumes. Average daily volumes at 
midblock locations ranged from 4,002 in Group 6 cities 
to 11,781 in Group I (Louisville). About 6,000 volume 
counts were used in determining these volumes. 
The average number of accidents in 1974 at 
intersections and midblocks were used with average 
volumes to obtain average accident rates on 
arterial-collector locations. Midblock accident rates 
ranged from 0.55 to 1.25 accidents per million vehicles 
from the smallest to the largest city groups. Intersection 
rates were relatively similar for some groups and ranged 
from 0.41 to 1.19 as city population increased (Table 
7). 
Accident rates on city freeways were computed in 
terms of accidents per million vehicle miles (1.6 million 
vehicle kilometers). This was accomplished using the 
number of freeway accidents in city Groups I and 2 
along l)'ith freeway AADT and the number of freeway 
miles (kilometers) in each group. Freeway accident rates 
for Groups I and 2 were 1.97 and 3.18, respectively 
(Table 8). The average number of accidents per mile 
(1.6 kilometers) was 38.8 and 29.7 in the two groups, 
and daily freeway volumes were 54,091 (Group I) and 
25,589 (Group 2). 
Using the average, statewide accident rates for 
arterial-collector streets and freeways, the Rate-Quallty 
Control formula was applied to each of the six city 
groups. A probability level of 99.5 percent was chosen 
because of the desired low risk of incorrectly identifying 
locations as hazardous. This level of confidence was also 
recommended for rural roads and can be changed if a 
different confidence level is later desired (4). A 
probability level of 99.5 percent corresponds to a k of 
2.576. These values <if average accident rates (/\) and 
k were used in the formula with various annual traffic 
volumes (m) to yield a set of critical rate curves. The 
midblock and intersection curves for arterial-collector 
streets are given in Figures 3 and 4. 
The critical curves for arterial-collector routes are 
used by entering the x-axis with the appropriate AADT 
of a particular location. Then proceed vertically upward 
to the curve for the city group. Then move horizontally 
to the left and read the accident rate on the y-axis. 
If the actual accident rate for a location equals or 
exceeds this critical rate during a !-year period, the 
location has a critical accident rate (with 99.5-percent 
probability). If it does not exceed the critical rate, then 
the rate is not critical. For midblock locations, Groups 
I and 3 were combined a� were Groups 5 and 6 since 
similar average accident rates were found (Figure 3). 
Groups 2 and 3 were combined, as were Groups 4 and 
5 for the critical intersection curves (Figure 4). These 
two figures provide a quick and easy method to 
determine whether a location has a critical accident rate 
without having to use a formula. 
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TABLE 7. ACCIDENT RATES FOR ARTERIAL-COLLECTOR LOCATIONS 
POPULATION AVERAGE ANNUAL DAILY TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS PER LOCATION 
GROUP 
MIDBLOCKS INTERSECTIONS MID BLOCKS INTERSECTIONS 
11,781 23,562 
2 8,990 17,980 
3 6,520 13,040 
4 5,800 11,600 
5 4,811 9,622 
6 4,002 8,004 
TABLE 8. FREEWAY DATA FOR 1974 
Number of Freeway Accidents 
Freeway ADT 
Total Miles (kilometers) 
of Freeway 
Accidents per Mile 
(per 1.6 kilometers) 
Annual Million Vehicle Miles 
of Travel (1.6 Million 
Vehicle Kilometers) 
Accident Rate 
(Accidents per MVM) 
(1.6 Million Vehicle Kilometers) 
Freeways Included 
5.0 10.2 
4.1 6.6 
2.7 4.5 
1.5 2.4 
1.0 1.9 
0.8 1.2 
GROUP I 
1,716 
54,091 
44.2 (71.2) 
38.8 
873 
1.97 
Louisville: 
I 264 
I 71 
I 64 
I 65 
ACCIDENT RATE (ACCIDENTS 
PER MILUON VEHICLES) 
MID BLOCKS INTERSECTIONS 
1.16 l.l9 
1.25 1.01 
1.13 0.95 
0.71 0.57 
0.57 0.54 
0.55 0.41 
GROUP 2 
782 
25,589 
26.3 (42.3) 
29.7 
246 
3.18 
Lexington: 
KY 4 
(Newtown Pk to 
Richmond Rd) 
Covington: 
I 75 
Owensboro: 
US 60 Bypass 
11 
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Since freeway traffic was expressed in terms of 
million vehicle miles (vehicle kilometers) instead of 
million vehicles, the values of m in the formula must 
include the units of highway length. For example, an 
AADT of 20,000 on a 05-mile (0.81-km) section 
corresponds to 73 million vehicles per year, which is 
equal to 3.65 million vehicle miles (5.88 million vehicle 
kilometers). Since various lengths of freeway will be 
studied to determine degree of hazard, a set of critical 
rate curves was constructed for various lengths of 
freeway for Groups I and 2 (Figures 5 and 6). To use 
these curves, the appropriate freeway volume is found 
on the x-axis. A vertical line upward crosses the 
appropriate curve for segment length. A horizontal line 
crosses the critical accident rate on the left side of the 
graph. This critical rate is then compared with the 
calculated accident rate of the freeway section. Curves 
for other highway lengths can be constructed, or 
interpolation can be applied between curves if necessary. 
Critical Rate Factor 
The Rate-Quality Control Method shows if a 
location has a critical accident rate, but providing a 
priority listing of locations is difficult. Several states 
divide the accident rate at each location by its critical 
rate to give a critical rate factor. The degree of hazard 
of midblocks in one city could then be compared with 
intersections in another city. The critical rate factors 
can show which locations are most deserving of 
improvement based on the Rate-Quality Control 
Method. The critical rate factor can be used for urban 
freeways as well as arterial-collector streets. 
Combined Methods 
Combining the Number Method and the Critical 
Rate Factor, a final priority listing of locations can be 
obtained. Locations in such a priority listing could 
include one city, a group of cities, or all cities. Locations 
included should be first ranked in the order of number 
of accidents. For n locations, priority numbers may be 
assigned from I to n for locations with the highest to 
lowest number of accidents, respectively. All locations 
(even locations with critical rate factors below 1.0) 
should then be assigned priority numbers from I to n 
based on critical rate factors (with the highest value 
assigned a 1). The two priority numbers for each 
location should then be added and the fmal listing will 
provide highest priority to the location with the least 
ranking number. For example, a location having the 
highest number of accidents and the highest critical rate 
factor will have a value of I + I = 2 and would be 
rated as the most hazardous. 
This priority method does not ,necessarily present 
engineers with a list of locations,w.hlch should be 
improved. It does indicate which locations deserve field 
investigations. Priority rankings from time to time 
within a given year or as new data are added may 
indicate a persistent or spurious ranking. More locations 
should , be investigated than can be improved. 
Improvement costs can then be compared to expected 
road-user benefits (from projected accident reductions) 
by benefit-cost or dynamic programming techniques 
(19). Available funds for urban street improvements can 
then be spent in an optimal manner. 
RECOMMENDATIONS AND 
APPLICATION OF MElliODS 
A Number Method is recommended for initial 
identification of midblocks and intersections on 
arterial-collector streets and on urban freeways. 
Rate-Quality Control Methods are also recommended in 
the form of a critical rate factor for each location. A 
set of curves were constructed for easy determination 
of critical locations, and a computer program 
accomplishes all necessary steps in the ranking process. 
Implementation requires (I) the population group 
of each of the 97 cities must be available (APPENDIX 
C) and (2) accident reports received from the cities be 
coded and put on master tapes. A sorting program 
should be written to print out all arterial-collector 
locations .. both midblocks and intersections .. which 
have a critical number of accidents for cities in each 
group. For urban freeways, all 0.5-mile (0.81-km) 
sections exceeding the 31 or 25 criteria (for Groups I 
and 2, respectively) should also be identified. Longer 
freeway sections may be identified, if desired. These 
freeway and arterial-collector locations comprise the 
sample of locations to be analyzed further. Traffic 
volumes for those locations should be obtained from 
the urban traffic volume file which is updated armually 
by the Division of Statewide Transportation Systems 
Planning. 
Each location, meeting the warrant for critical 
number of accidents, to be processed through the 
ranking program requires the followfng inputs: 
I. city, 
2. county, 
3. location name, 
4. intersection or midblock, 
5. group number (I through 6), 
6. number of accidents, and 
7. average daily traffic. 
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The program (APPENDIX D) gives a priority listing for 
cities individually or collectively in terms of their 
respective accident criteria. All locations which meet the 
number criteria will be included in this priority listing 
even if the critical rate factor is below 1.0. A flow chart 
of the recommended procedure is given in Figure 7. 
For preliminary office analysis of urban locations, 
graphical procedures may be quite useful. Determination 
of critical accident rates may be quickly found for 
arterial-collector streets from Fgiures 3 and 4. The 
critical number of accidents for various sections of 
freeway can be found in Figure 2, and the critical 
accident rates for freeway sections are shown in Figures 
5 and 6. For quick determination of accident raies by 
graphical method, an accident rate nomograph is 
provided in Figure 8. An enlarged version of Figure 8 
is provided for locations with accident rates of 3.0 or 
less (accidents per million vehicles) in Figure 9. With 
a known AADT and number of annual accidents at a 
location, the corresponding accident rate can be found 
with reasonably good accuracy (± 0.1). A value of 
critical rate factor can then be quickly found from 
Figure 10 if the actual and critical accident rates at a 
location are known. 
METHOD TESTING 
The methods proposed were applied to 1974 
accident data from several small cities to determine 
whether or not the criteria for accident numbers and 
rates would yield a reasonable sample of hazardous 
locations. Fort Wright, a Group 6 city, produced seven 
hazardous locations based on the criterion for number 
of accidents in Table 5 (four accidents for midblocka 
and six accidents for intersections). The intersection of 
Dixie Highway and Kyles Lane had the most accidents 
(15 accidents). Of the seven locations, only two were 
at midblocks. The midblock on Dixie Highway between 
Sleepy Hollow Road and Kyles Lane had the lowest 
number of accidents (four accidents). 
The 1974 daily traffic volumes of these locations 
were obtained and accident rates were determined for 
each location. Critical rates were then calculated using 
the Rate-Quality Control formula, and critical rate 
factors were determined for each location. The 
intersection of Dixie Highway and Kyles Lane had a 
critical rate factor of 1.62, the highest among the seven 
locations. The locations were ranked first by number 
of accidents and then by critical rate factor. The final 
priority showed two intersections which were considered 
to be equally hazardous. Details of the priority listing 
in Fort Wright are given in Table 9. 
A similar priority listing of locations was made in 
20 other Kentucky cities; the cities are given in Table 
10. For the larger cities, accident data were taken from 
accident studies completed within the last few years by 
and(or) for the Kentucky Department of 
Transportation. An analysis for these cities was 
performed to test the methods on cities in other groups. 
No such analysis was made for Louisville, the only 
Group 1 city, because of the large number of locations 
involved and the unavailability of computerized traffic 
volume data at the present time. 
Without providing details of all the priority !il;tings 
of locations in all 21 cities, a plot was made of the 
average number of intersections in each city which had 
various numbers of accidents annually (Figure 11). For 
example, the average city in Group 3 had 20 
intersections meeting the criterion of ten or more 
accidents per year. Group 2 cities had 34 hazardous 
intersections per city. Although a complete application 
of the methods was not made for Louisville, a listing 
was completed from a 1974 accident tape of hazardous 
intersections in Louisville (by the number criteria). 
There were 116 locations exceeding the criteria of 19 
accidents per year in 1974, and 13 intersections had 
100 or more accidents. 
A similar plot of midblocka was not made because 
of insufficient midblock accident information for some 
cities. Because the accident criteria for midblocks and 
intersection were chosen based on average values, the 
number of midblocks chosen as hazardous for all 
Kentucky cities is expected to be approximately equal 
to the number of hazardous intersections. From all 
available information, the total number of locations 
which will be identified as hazardous by the Number 
Method should be about 1400 annually, excluding urban 
freeways. This corresponds to an average of about 14 
locations per city. Using priority ratings for the two 
methods, the locations most worthy of investigation can 
be selected. 
The primary determinant of accident criteria for 
the methods is the number of locations which can be 
investigated each year. Estimates should be made each 
year concerning the manpower and money available for 
making field investigations and street improvements in 
urban areas. The accident criteria for hazardous 
locations should be revised when necessary so that a 
manageable number of hazardous locations on urban 
streets will be identified annually. 
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Figure 7. Flow Chart of Recommended Procedure. 
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TAIILE 9. PRIORITY RANKING OF HAZARDOUS LOCATIONS IN FORT WIU:GHT 
CRITICAL PRIORITY NUMBERS 
INTERSECTION NUMBER OF "" ACCIDENT CRITICAL m' FINAL 
LOCATION O R  MIDDLOCK ACCIDENTS {1974) (1974) RATE" RATE• FACTOR "' "' TOTAL OF PRIORITY 
(C.R.I'.) ACCIDENTS C.R.F. TWO COLUMNS 
Dixie Highwar " " 30,324 1.36 0.95 1.43 
Kyles Lane 
Dixie Highway at " 18,005 1.83 !.13 1.62 
·Ashwood Court 
Dixie HighWliy between M !8,413 J.19 1.36 0.87 
St. Johm Road and 
Fortsidc Dr!'< 
lligh]and Potk at 14,&42 1.29 1.21 !.07 
Kyles Utne 
Kyles Lane a! 16,821 0.81 1.16 0.70 " 
Henry Clay A>cnue 
Sleepy Hollow Road •t 21,538 OM '·M 0.@ " 
Dixie Highway 
Dixio Highway between " 18,413 0.@ 1.36 0.� " 
Sleepy Hollow Road and 
Kyles lane 
•Accidents per million vehicles 
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TABLE 10. CITIES TESTED BY THE RECOMMENDED METHODS 
GROUP I GROUP 2 
Lexington* 
GROUP 3 
Henderson 
Hopkinsville 
Paducah* 
Ashland 
Bowling Green* 
GROUP 4 
Danville 
Glasgow* 
Elizabethtown • 
Somerset* 
Wjnchester 
GROUP 5 
Hazard 
GROUP 6 
Fort Wright 
Southgate 
Highland Heights 
Lawrenceburg 
Corbin 
Campbellsville* 
Cynthiana* 
Mt. Sterling 
Franklin* 
Accident data ranged from 1968 to 1974 
*Intersection analysis only 
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APPENDIX A 
SUMMARY OF METI:IODS USED IN OTHER STATES 
TO IDENTIFY HAZARDOUS URBAN LOCATIONS 
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N"'"' '" "' Numb<• or A<eldon" S o<Cid•nt<o<> M;�blo.:ko, "' On "'" .yiOom only !l monoh> '"'"'"'lorn 
Now H>mp>Oi" ,, ,, Nnno Nono '"' On ""' """" "' 
only 
Now jmoy '" "' Nun>"'' of ""'''"''· l ""'"'""P" Y"' '"'"'""''"'· ,, '" 
lnjmy ond Fl!oll<y "Do"'"" 
Nwmb<� on<i ll>!o> '""'""'"'" 
Now Mexlon /6/ '" "' '""'""'0110, 
Non-lnt«,..,tloo. 
Now Ym% '" Nono '""""' Nomb<• of Ae<i<l'""'• 4 "� ..... ...  , .... '"'"""''""'· "' "' 'l'lnj«O<O ioo <ho Ra<• Quo"'y Cootrol ''-' "'"""' Mldble><O "'" f"'" 
No"h C01olloo /II} '" '" E¥00 R.lo (S,fioy v.n .. '""""'''""'· "' Oa >Ill< ''"'"' only S.. to" l"' olt"ill 
hpoour< Mo!hod) R.UoO>d em...,. ort EI'OO II>IO 
Brld"' 
NO<th D•'o" /0) '" '" Th<r< '" 17 <I•�· �!h ... , 1,100 pt<>pk 
Ohio fill "' '" Numb<r !l>to Mo!hod Vorl" by juri>d;"i'" 18 <1111eoont '" • �""""'"""' 
Olclohomal7/ '" '" "'"'"'w''""'"" S l :;> !fy,.,• Spot> (0.1 ml�). ,, "' •s.. "" r., "''""' 
(Spoil), II>!• QuoiUy C"'tul ""' So"''"" 
Con<rol ("''"""') 
o .. ..,, '" '" A"'"'"' Ruo V11feo oy "�'" 0.1-mllo Spol> ,, '" 
"'""'ylvoru•IPI "' '" Noml<r of A«!don\1, '""'""'"'· 'ln!o"""<km oo poO)<OI 
�....,,.,·,Jud-01 Mldblockl funillns nO!Jl"" 
Rhodo l�Uid '" '" A"idont 11>1<1, ln!<,..<llom, A llmlt<<l �"'"" '" 
Nuntb<t of A«ldont>, Midbln<ko, 
lotO!oe<l!nnCoo .. >llon II>II<OI<I Cro"'"p 
Sout� c .. ol;oo "' "' Numbo• of Aoddont>, No 'l"'tr.' rtl"'' .\JI IocOI!n"' " On '"" 1)'>1<m OIUy P>J.,;ty !ndu "'d!O> 
s. ..... , r..poo""""" P''f'OO'<I 
S.m!O Dt.koto '" '" Numb<• or A«i<lonl> JO •«Idonii !"• Y•" U>u�ly only " "' A roUroul <>ot>U!i tum 
'"'"'""""' Jwullo• """' ""'"""" 
'"""'" Yeo �tot• '" Ro�o Qu�uy Conorol c.ruear "" '""" "'""· ,, "' 
1)'1\<m only) Spot� S.<!!n"' 
''""' "' "' Numb<• nl Ao.!d<Ot> v .. �. oy '"' '"""'"""'· " 0. ""' syllom ooly 
'""" ""'"" 
lt.lo«d, Noo· 
lot<>oe<l!on 
, .  '" "' Numbo! of A«kl<nl� l ""'"'"" �"''"'· All le><ot!oOI " 0. "'" ""'"' only 
""" Qu.oiUy Conorol CriUW "" 
v'""""' '" "' Numb<! of A«Hkotl, l.rldb[O<ko, " "' 
Mo!dont ll>!" rWI>oo<I Cu>Uinp 
v;"'"� • " ,_ ,_ '"' ,, o.J y oo ><q"'" CL<IH .,., l,SD!l "'  '" "'""' ""' ""''r<>l 
... ... ... '" "' Numb<! of Acoi<lon,., S o«l<kn!>pot lnt""'""" '"'"''(]o"'· '" Dn ""' "'""' only Rote C!lle!loo •10<1 !01 
A""""' R.,., O> l/4 milo "Lo<>!lono" """"" -· Q_! milo 
-'" 
w...,.,,, ,.i '" '" lntonoetioao, 
--
w .. o V�&Wa '" '" Numb<' of Ao.ldooiO, Utuolly twloo <llo All l.oeoU""' • On ,,.,. -.,. ..... only 
A«<oltnt Ro,., ....... <�o ...... .... 
:;...no, 
WyO<nii!J "' "' ""'""'" .. �""" " � �- " Only ... fodu� U'ilu U<U ... <IU.. .,..., ! OOQ  
Info""""'"' lot oodl 11010 ..,, '"''""''"' from �""' lm  ><>!"<IIV< IIIIo nm<'>l> unl"' otl>o<wl,. "'"�-
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APPENDIX II 
ACCIDENT DATA FOR KEN1UCKY 
CITIES: 1973 AND 197 4 
2 4  
1973 1974 
NUMBER OF NUMBER OF NUMBER OF NUMBER OF NUMBER OF NUMBER bF 
CITY ACCIDENTS INJURY ACCIDENTS FATAL ACCIDENTS ·ACCIDENTS INJURY ACCIDENTS FATAL ACCIDENTS 
GROUP I 
Louimlle 20,558 2,255 56 19,991 2,116 47 
GROUP 2 
Covington 3,564 620 s 3,378 514 2 
Owensboro 2,589 480 7 2,508 419 3 
Lexington 8,569 1,864 30 8,472 1,981 " 
GROUP 3 
Mhlwd 1,806 159 I 1,687 129 4 
Bowling Green 3,188 433 3 3,122 421 2 
Frankfort 1,534 186 4 1,439 189 I 
Newport 1,682 180 Est� 3 1,697 224 4 
Paducah 1,774 37S 7 1,691 394 I 
Henderson 1,402 249 1,427 214 2 
Hopkinsville 1,532 225 1,498 275 4 
GROUP 4 
Danville 582 41 0 566 '8 0 
Erlanger 904 "' 0 914 !52 I 
Florence 90S 167 I 970 ISS 0 
Gla1gow 470 83 I 459 82 2 
Mayfield S IO SI 3 
Middlesboro 308 134 424 153 4 
Murray 
Richmond 904 83 '" 0 946 101 '" I 
Somerset 458 78 2 428 S7 3 
Winchester "' 142 0 
Elizabethtown 
Fort Thomas 438 133 418 110 0 
Madisonville 798 92 I 861 101 2 
Shively 1,126 187 0 1,063 174 2 
St. Matthews 797 141 2 801 135 3 
GROUP 5 
CarnpbeJJsville 371 3S 0 280 38 0 
Corbin 449 71 2 434 63 2 
"-' 376 47 0 358 S7 0 
Maysvllle "' 676 
B&l'dstown 344 44 2 386 so I 
Bellevu� 345 22 0 422 14 0 
Bern 2SS 30 I 221 32 I 
Central City 266 8 I 277 10 I 
Cynthiana 
Dayton 178 8 0 "' 7 I 
Elsmere 198 38 0 230 30 0 
Flatwoods 
Fort Mitchell 338 64 279 S8 0 
Franklin 
Georgetown 344 9 0 "' 10 I 
Harrod�burs 357 39 0 381 41 I 
Jeffersontown 368 72 0 380 72 0 
Lebanon 249 40 I 269 29 0 
Ludlow 200 24 0 182 24 0 
Morehead 307 6 0 317 6 0 
Nt. Sterllng 346 19 I 327 47 0 
NicholaiYille 258 I I  I 276 12 0 
.... 361 46 0 394 47 0 
Princeton 
RadeUff "' 124 "' 102 
Russellville 
VorsaUle1 387 S8 0 443 ,, 0 
Cold Springs 
25 
1973 1974 
NUMBER OF NUMBER OF NUMBER OF NUMBER OF NUMBER OF NUMBER OF 
CITY ACCIDENTS INJURY ACCIDENTS FATAL ACCIDENTS ACCIDENTS INJURY ACCIDENTS FATAL ACCIDENTS 
GROUP 6 
Benton 189 40 175 23 
Barbourville 77 18 91 25 
Carrollton 
Catlettsburg 
Cumberland 143 10 0 147 !2 0 
Damon Springs 64 !3 2 97 26 0 
Edgewood 1!0 '" 8 '" 0 '" liS 9 I 
Falmouth 
Fort Wright 336 ! !  0 303 7 0 
Fulton 133 5 0 149 !2 0 
Greenville 144 4 0 !58 0 0 
Harlan 
llicl<mon 
Hodgenville 
lrvin.e 
Jenkins 
Lawrenceburg !52 !8 0 146 24 0 
Leitchfield 165 "' 43 '" I 180 '" 49 '" I 
London 323 29 0 309 38 0 
Marlon !9! 9 0 
�organfield 183 5 0 224 7 0 
Paintsville 222 20 224 30 0 
Park Hills 
Pikeville 
Pineville 
Prestomburg 
Providence 
Scottsville 242 25 232 !5 0 
Shelbyville 335 2! 338 35 0 
Sh�pherthville 
Southgate !26 78 124 6! 0 
Springfield 
Vine Grove 7! !2 0 72 !7 0 
Willillll1llburg 
so '" 10 '" 0 �=�a so "' 10 '" 0 19! 36 0 167 51 I 
Beaver Dam 104 22 0 128 !8 0 
Columbia 
Highland Heights 1 ! 5  0 0 123 0 0 
I..akeside Puk 
Lancaster 122 !0 0 " 4 0 
Monticello 
Taylor Mill 
•&t = value estimated by local police agancy 
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APPENDIX C. CITY GROUPS 1 
CITY GROUP CITY GROUP 
Alexandria 6 Jenkins 6 
Ashland 3 Lakeside Park 6 
Barbourville 6 Lancaster 6 
Bardstown 5 Lawrenceburg 6 
Beaver Dam 6 Lebanon 5 
Bellevue 5 Leitchfield 6 
Benton 6 Lexington 2 
Berea 5 London 6 
Bowling Green 3 Louisville I 
Campbellsville 5 Ludlow 5 
Carrollton 6 Madisonville 4 
Catlettsburg 6 Marion 6 
Central City 5 Mayfield 4 
Cold Springs 5 Maysville 5 
Columbia 6 Middlesboro 4 
Corbin 5 Monticello 6 
Covington 2 Morehead 5 
Cumberland 6 Morganfield 6 
Cynthiana 5 Mt. Sterling 5 
Danville 4 Murray 4 
Dawson Springs 6 Newport 3 
Dayton 5 Nicholasville 5 
Edgewood 6 Owensboro 2 
Elizabethtown 4 Paducah 3 
Elsmere 5 Paintsville 6 
Erlanger 4 Paris 5 
Falmouth 6 Park Hills 6 
Flatwoods 5 Pikeville 6 
Florence 4 Pineville 6 
F art Mitchell 5 Prestonsburg 6 
Fort Thomas 4 Princeton 5 
Fort Wright 6 Providence 6 
Frankfort 3 Radcliff 5 
Franklin 5 Richmond 4 
Fulton 6 Russellville 5 
Georgetown 5 Scottsville 6 
Glasgow 4 Shelbyville 6 
Greenville 6 Shepherdsville 6 
Harlan 6 Shively 4 
Harrodsburg 5 Somerset 4 
Hazard 5 Southgate 6 
Henderson 3 Springfield 6 
Hickman 6 St. Matthews 4 
Highland Heights 6 Taylor Mill 6 
Hodgenville 6 Versailles 5 
Hopkinsville 3 Vine Grove 6 
Irvine 6 Williamsburg 6 
Jeffersontown 5 Wilmore 6 
Winchester 4 
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APPENDIX D 
COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
28 
COMPUTER PROGRAM 
I 
fO,RTRAN IV Gl RELEASE 2 . 0  M A I N  OATE ,. 7524!1 
0001 
********* 01 ) 
0002 
0003 
0004 
0005 
noon 
0007 
OOOA 
0009 
00\0 
0011 
0012 
0013 
0014 
OOl'i 
0016 
0017 
00\R 
001 ':1 
0020 
007.1 
0022 
0023 
0024 
0025 
002<'> 
0027 
00211 
002':1 
0030 
00�1 
003'-
003'1 
00l4 
0035 
003b 
0037 
003R 
()039 
0040 
004\ 
0042 
0043 
0044 
004'i 
0046 
0047 
110411 
0049 
0050 
0051 
0052 
005::1 
0 !MENS InN C lTV ( 4o 10001 0COUN / 3  0 1000) , LOGA! 1 0 1  1000 I 0 I NT I'll. I I 000 I 0 0010 
+ NGRP C 1000) ,MACC ( 1000 It AIH ( 1000) o A I !OOOI ,CR ( lOOO I ,CRf I 1000 I , G ( I:> ,  1 1 ,  00?.0 
IGI0041 COMMA 
+ L 1 1000) , LRACC I 10001 ,LRCRF 1 10001 ,UiTOT I lOOO) 
HHF.GER E I , E M , T O T A L L i lOOOl 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
0 I HENS I ON HEAOl ( Ill)) , HF A02 I 50) , M U'OOO I 
OATA E l tEM/ ' l 1 o 1 M 1 / 
llATA G / 1 . 1 9 ,  1 . 0 1 �  0 , 9 5 0  0. 57 1 0 0 '> 4 , Q , 4 l t l o  H > o l . l 'i  0 1 , \ 3  , o ,  n-,o,'iT, 
+ 0,55/ 
I NPUT AND fHITf>llT 01'\/ l C F S  
I N = l  
HliJT=3 
RFAO DATA 
C I TY--C I T Y  
COIJN--Cntlf.HY 
LOG A--LnC AT InN 
IJUTFR--" 1 "  FllR JNlfRSF.CT!flN 
--"M" FllR JoOII'i>.LflCK 
NGRP--Nn, OF t;R[Illl' 
AOT--ADT 
. l = l  
n n  ?O l l = t ,:woo 
ll E II O I IN, \0000 ENO=lO I (C !TY I ,1 0 1 I ,  J= l 04 ) , I CntiN I ,ft I I ,  ,1= 1 ,  l I ,  
+ I LflCA(,Io l I ,,1= 1 0 1 0 )  , I NTER I I I ,Nr.RIII I ) , MACC I I )  ,AOT I I )  
tnOO FDRI>'AT I 17A4 , A 1 , ! 1 0 1 3 0 F 6 , 0 J  
C CHECK FOR r.l-tn!IP f\OIIo.!f\FR fl!IT OF R�Nf,l' 
IF I �IGRI' I J ) ,(; J , O . �NO,N!;R P I J J , L F,f,) f,(l HI }1\ 
W R I TF. I In i ! T , l 0 1 0 1  I 
1010 FDRMAT ( '  • , • ERRilll IN {;Rfllll' !>.L11Mf\FK ' , ) 4 \  
r.n TO 20 
10 CONTI�II!F 
C CHECK FllR INTFRS�CTIO�I OR I>' I Ofll.flCK 
C ---LA=1---Tf\ITI'IlSF.C:Tl!IN 
C ---L�:2---MIIHILOCK 
L A = l  
I F I JNTFII ( I I .I':O.FM) L � = ?  
C CALGIILATF ACCIDENT KATF--AA 
AA I I I =lfHl000JJ , $NACC I I I / I  AOT I I I *"��'>�. I 
C C:ALCliLATF C I H T I C A L  KAH--C� 
ALAMOA=r.tNr.IWI I I o L A J  
AM" MlT 1 1 1 *3"� 1 1  nooonn. 
CR ( I ) eALAMOII.+ 2, '> 7 6"SO!-C T I AL AMOA I A M ) + ,  'i I AM 
CALCIILATF C R I T I C A L  RAH FACTIIR --CRF 
C R F I  l l = A � (  I 1 /CR I I J  
1 = 1 + 1  
�0 CllNT !NIIF 
30 CONTJNliF 
M: J-1 
r. RANK IN flROFR flY .IIC C i flF.NT R�TF. 
nn 40 1 = 1 0 N  
4 n  A I I J =Nllf.C I I l 
CALL llAT_AflR ( II. , L ,�'I  
CALL RANK ( A , L ,LkACC , N l  
C I<ANK JN nROFR flY CR I T ICAL RATF FM:TnR 
ll() 'iO I =I , 1'1'  
'iO A I I I  "f.RF I I I 
CALL llAlllllR I A o L o N J  
CALL l<llf\OK ( A , I. , L� C R F , N l  
r. I<ANK 11'1' ORilF.R qy i TflTALU I I 'I <! OOO M�CC ( J I  I 
C l<HFRF 
C TOTALL i l l .,R./INRJNf, IIY hCCIOF.I'I'T RATI- + R.IIM K I �•G flY Cll.F 
on lin 1 ., \ , N  
TOT ALL i 1 ) -e LRACf. i I )  +LRC:RF ( I  I 
liO A i i i =TriTAL L i 1 l $ lllOO+NACC i l )  
CALL OHAIHl i A , L , N J  
CALL RANK{ A , L ,LRT010N\ 
C OORITF HFAOINr. 
W R I T E I IOIJT 0 1 021l l 
WRIT F. I I !"lilT , l ll'lll l 
• 
107.0 FORMAT ( '  I t  T79o I NO , ' , J<,l10 I ACC . ' ,  T ! 0 7 ,  I Cll. I T o ' ,  T \ 2 2 o  lOR Jf,, t ,  T J ;>CI' , I F  t 
+NilL '  l 
. 
lOlO FORMAT I '  o 0 T 2 0  ' C I T Y •  1Tl'<o 'COIINTY' 0 T 3 4 0  'lfiCATJf1Nt , f l',q 0 o J-M' 0T74, 
+'GI' ' ,  T79, t ACC ' t TIIS0 o AllT' 0 l' l 7 ,  'KATF ' ,  T 107 , ' RAT� o , T l l 7  0 •tii F o 0 T J  � � ,  
+'OROF.R ' ,  T ! 2 9 0  • R ANK ' I I  
P�INT miT IJATA 
nn 70 l l l • l ,J-1 
l l •N+l-1 1 1  
I"'L I I I  I 
I RANK=N+ l-LRTOTi I I 
WRI TF(  lOUT , 1040) ( C I T Y  I J o  I l o J" l o 4 1 ,  I COliN( ,1 , 1 )  0.1•1 0 3) 0 
+ ( LOCA I ,Io I )  , J ., I , l O I  1 I N T E R (  I )  ,J-IGA.P( I I  oNACC( l )  ,AnT( I ) 0  
+ AA ( t i ,C R ( I ) , C R F i l l o l i i i ) , IRANK 
1040 FORMA T ! ' ' 0 17A4, ll 1 0 2 1 'i 1 3X 0 F 7 , 0 , 3 1 'i '� • F'>o 2 l o ? l 'l )  
7 0  CONTINUE 
. 
CALL E X I T  
"" 
0030 
004C 
1'1050. 
0061\ 
0070 
OORO 
0090 
0100 
O l i O  
0 1 2 0  
01:'10 
0 1 4 0  
O l 5 0  
0 1 1> 0  
0170 
f'\1'10 
0190 
0200 
021 n 
027.0 
0?30 
0740 
0750 
OU•O 
0770 
O�RO 
o�qo 
0300 
031 o 
03�0 
0330 
11341\ 
03!>0 
0360 
0370 
031'10 
03'Hl 
0400 
04\0 
114?0 
0430 
0440 
f\4511 
f\4f,/l 
0470 
0411(1 
nt.qo 
051Hl 
O 'i l O  
0'\?0 
0530 
0540 
o;c;n 
05f>O 
0570 
Mfll\ 
05QO 
Ot>OCl 
M J n  
01>?11 
01>30 
01>40 
0650 
0660 
0670 
06110 
0690 
0700 
Q710 
07?0 
onn 
0740 
0750 
071'10 
0770 
07RO 
0790" 
OfiOO 
ORIO 
OR20 
OR30 
OR40 
OR 50 
29 
SUBROUTINES 
!U\�lK 
(!llfll S I I H k i i i i T ! N F- f<AI<K ( I l 1 L 1 L K 1 " )  
ll/ITI" "' "/<,;>411 
C Sllllf<IHITINF �hNK lJIKF� T H F  l l R ' I F R I"E l  �RilAY f l (  I HlllM fl�TMIR ��'il 
C llFFIMF$ T H F  �LIMK--I.R( 1--fiF FllliAI. !lATA FL FMf�ITS Til llF THF �AMF 
IHJO;> n J M�MSifl" O ( M ) , L ( f-1 ) 1 1.'< ("')  
OOO'i l R i l ( l l l "' l  
0[104 1111 I l l  1 =7 , N  
000'> L R I L I I I I = I  
Ofllll> I F I O I I I .Hl, n l l - l l l  L R I L! I I I " LR I L I I - 1 ) )  
0007 10 COI\ITJI>.IIIF 
OIHlH RETIIIlN 
000'1 FNO 
FfiRTHAN IV Gl Rf.LFASE 2 . 0  DliTE ,. 7�24!\ 
RA�IK O (l ) O  
RANK0020 
RANKOO'IO 
Rll.N�Oil40 
P ANK0050 
RAMK OilOO 
RAMKOOTO 
ll.AJ\IKOOfiO 
RM•Knoqn 
R AIIIK O ) O!) 
RANK0 1 1 0  
0001 
' 
' 
SllllRntiT!NE nATIIIlR ( 0 1 L , M )  
SllfiRO! I T J N F  I'JATAOR TAKFS '"' 
ORI)Eii--A "' "' I I S  OltTPIIT 
llliTAOOIO 
OAT.6 .6RR.6V fl( I .6Nfl llROfRS IN liSCENO I/IIGDATAOot'O 
OATII0030 
' 
' 
0002 
omn 
0004 "' 
000'> 
000 6 
!\007 
OOOH 
000':1 
00111 
OOll 
ll012 
001'1 
0014 
OOlo; 20 
0016 
00 17 
001!1 
0019 
0020 " 
0021 
0022 
'"' A� RAY L I  I CONTAHIS 
L I S T  " '  FAf.H ELFMENT 
O I M F N � l llN O ( M  I ,L ( M )  
00 "' l ,. l , M  
L (  I I . I 
00 "' J , l , M  
I F  ( I , E Q , M )  " '  
' . L ( J l  
s " f)( f )  
. 11 . I 
'" "' , ) : J  , M  
! F ( S , L F , O ( ,I ) )  
' . 1 1 ( , 1 )  
' " L ( , I  I 
.II . " 
CONT1Nl1F 
0 I ,J l I 
O ( i )  
L (,J l ) 
L l l )  
. 
. 
. 
' 
. 
' 
CIJNT IN liE 
R F TIIIIN 
'" 
IJ( I )  
l l ! )  
m " 
Gfl m 
"' 
'" 
THf 
"' 
Vlllllf OF THf P l l S ! T I O N  I N  THf O R I G I N A L  DATA0040 
MEI-I L I S T  OATA0050 
OATAOObO 
nAT4nn7o 
OliTAOORO 
OATA0090 
OATAOlOO 
DATAtl l l O  
OATAOPO 
OATA0130 
OATA0140 
rJATA0150 
OATAO!I>O 
0.6TAOI70 
OATAOIRO 
0.6Tt.Ot9D 
0.6TA0200 
fl.6TA0210 
OATA0220 
OA
,
TA0?.30 
0.6T.60240 
0.6 TA0250 
OAT.602bO 
30 
EXAMPLE OF OUTPUT 
�:n, AtC, CK I T, n� J r, ,  F I N  Ill 
C I T Y  (.0!11\!TY LflCliTI Il�' ' - ·  " �cr. " "  R H E  R � T F  C R F  OROER RANI{ 
" . W R I GHT KEMTflN Ill X I F  H ] (;H�JAY " KY L FS LANF ' "  10:1''4. ] , ,% o. 9_� I ,  43 ' 
" . W R I GHT KHITflN l l J X  J F  H ! f;HWAY " A�HWI11111 CIIIJH T " 1 llfl()<;, 1 ,  R'! l , H  l , h;> 
" . WRIGHT KEMTI1N fll XI F �'· HFT, ST. Jf1H�I'> AMfl FflRTS!f1F " \ll41.3.  1 , 19 1 .  31> O , fl 7  ' 
" .  W R  ]f,HT K �NT liN H ] I)HLANil t>IIKK " K VLF$ l AN� ' \4>14;>. ] , ;>q 1 . 7 1  1 ,07 7 ' 
" . W R ] hHT KENlrlM � Y L F S  LANf " HF_NRY C L � Y  /IIIFNIJF ' ' IAA;> \ , O , FI ]  1 ,  II> n .  10 s 
" .  WRIGHT KHITfll\1 SLFFPY H!lLL!l\<J �OAO " 01 X I F H ] GHIJ�Y ' ' ? 1 5 3 R ,  O , f>4 ) , On 0 , 1> 0  ' 
" ·  >J R I  GHT KEIHflN Ill X I F  "'· AFT, SLfFPY Hfll \.0"1 "" K Y L F. S  1 .A413, 0 , 6 0  l .  3 6  0,44 7 
3 1  
UYIO">I75 
CHART TI'J'I.E - PilllCEDUllES 
I 1 0 1 0 0 11 
'" 
.-------------------, 
I IN � 1 I 
I I 
I lOUT = J I 
L_ __________________ , 
R � A D  DATA 
CITY--CITY 
cnu�--C'J�J�Tt 
L!lC .�--L I; CAT ION 
I N T � II - - " I "  F\l� 
IIITF.RSECTION 
- - " � "  FOil M l �bl.Ul..K 
NGRP--NO, OF G ROU P 
A�T--IIDT 
I 
I 
1 0 < 0 0 1 1  U 2  
r-------
�
-
=
-1------� 
L------------------J 
I 
I 
1 0 2 1 < 1 / 1  NU1'E O J  
. . .  
!IF.!; IN 0!1 LOOP 
20 I I  � 1 ,  l U O O  
. ... . ..  * ... ... . 
I 
0 ? . 17---> 1 
I o ;  
I R � /1 �  .'ROM 
I " 
I V I A  ron.HT 
I H V  / 
I 
I 
1 10 c o  
/ I N TO i'H; t.IS'f 
I 
I 
I 
I 
102�0/1 NCITF. 0 �  
L I S 'l'  
( C I T Y  ( J ,  I) ,,J 
1 .  4) • 
(COli N ( J ,  !) ,,J 
1 .  J )  • 
(LOCA ( J ,  I) ,,J 
1 , 1 0) , I N'n R ( l) , 
IIG�P (I)  , �ACC ( I ) , 
hOT ( I )  
. . . � . . . . .  
n;:; 
��� O F  ;)AT/I? *-, 
I 
I 
I 
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CHECK FOR la0UI' 
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/U2b0/� r-------------->" 
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I --�-------
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I ---- --------
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I • 1 0 • 1 I 
I I 1027011 NOU oq 
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I I LIST = I 
I I * * * ' 
L-------- -' 
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I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
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I I L----------> I 
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r----------- , 
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L---------------J 
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�-------------' 
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r----------> I 
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I L----------------' 
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